
 

 

Teaching Positions Available at New Hope School located in Clifton, NJ 
 
Robert Beebe 
April 24, 2023 
 

 
 

New Hope School, an accredited K-8 school located in Clifton, NJ, is hiring teachers for the 2023-24 

school year. There are also openings for its 7-week summer program. The school seeks teachers who feel 

a calling to bring Hyojeong, Principled-based education to young people, both blessed and nonblessed 

children, as a foundation for a healthy moral culture. New Hope School highly values both quality 

academic performance as well as strong character development. To find out more about the school, go to 

New Hope School - A Peace Academy. Many of our graduates have been accepted at Passaic Valley 

Technical Vocational School, an elite charter high school in the area. 

 

TO APPLY 

 

If you are interested in applying, please contact Dr. Robert Beebe at 973-768-7594 or by email at 

rbeebe@ newhopeschoolnj,com. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  
 

  
 

  
 

 
 



An MSA-CESS accredited school, we help students achieve 
academic excellence and good character.

New Hope School is a private elementary and middle school located in Clifton, NJ. We are committed to the highest standards 
of academic excellence and independent character development by teaching God-centered universal values and service to others 

as the basis for personal integrity, harmony in the family, and peace in the world.
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AOUT

Find out about our school, our philosophy, and our history 
starting in 1996 with two concerned mothers.

Learn More →

ACADMIC

Are you looking for a rigorous academic program? Check out 
the Core Knowledge curriculum we use at our school.

Find Out Here →
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MAY NWLTTR
On Friday, April 28, we held our annual Race for
Education Day. Thank you for all the support you
have been giving in finding sponsors for your child in
this spring fundraiser. Students ran or walked around
a quarter-mile track for one hour. Students in each
class with the most laps received a medallion. The
student with the most laps in the whole school
received a trophy. Newly-elected Clifton mayor Ray
Grabowski was on hand to show his support and take
a picture with our students. We wish to thank all the
parents who turned out today and helped in so many
ways.

APRIL NWLTTR
Our virtues of the month for April are Graciousness
and Courtesy. These are self-effacing virtues. They are
often lost in a culture as self-aggrandizing as our own.
But to speak to our children about these qualities and
to model these virtues for them is not to mold
“wimps” and “losers,” as some might say, but to
fortify people of deep inner strength. We use April—
the month when Christianity commemorates the
resurrection of Jesus, Judaism recalls the flight from
Egypt, Islam celebrates Ramadan, and we all celebrate
the gentle birth of spring—to speak of quiet
characteristics that make for better people and a better
world.

MARCH NWLTTR
In March, we focus on a virtue important for building
and strengthening community: Faithfulness. This
virtue moves us in the difficult direction of otherness
—of getting beyond ourselves and sensing the needs of
others. Faithfulness bespeaks being in solidarity with
our community. It is closely associated with loyalty
and fidelity and, when practiced, fosters social
cohesion, something that our country is in dire need
of today.
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